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2016 Reprint of 1950 Edition. Full facsimile of the original edition, not reproduced with Optical

Recognition Software. Along with many others of the depression era Franlin Hall grew up in rural

poverty and was deeply religious. Initially he was with the Methodist church but their stance against

healing forced him elsewhere. During the depression and World War II he travelled as an

independent evangelist. In 1946, he published a brief book entitled "Atomic Power with God through

Prayer and Fasting." The book, which provided detailed information on the methods and benefits of

fasting, was an immediate success and brought Hall considerable fame. According to Hall, all of the

major evangelists began following his fasting regime and miracles erupted everywhere. Many

observers of the early revival years agreed, as one said, "Every one of these men down through the

years followed Franklin Hall's method of fasting."
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Atomic Power With God Through Fasting and Prayer is a great read for every Christian who seems

to keep "going around the mountain." If you want breakthrough, want to draw closer to God, fasting

is the key. This book has scripture, advice, and testimonies of what fasting can do for you, spiritually

and naturally.

This book is the most, greatest book l've ever read. Once you read it, it's all you need to

readConcerning Fasting and and Prayer. Writtten in 1946, it's still the best book there is. Written by



FranklinHall, who has several other wonderful book, well there's no other book you'll need. I like it

so muchI got 2 more, just so I have them. Thanks william

This book challenged me to pay special attention to fasting. After reading, I have a deep desire to

fast and go deeper with God. Any book that provokes me to sprint after God like never before will

get my 5-star rating. This book does that. Read it in faith that Jesus Christ paved the way for us to

live above and beyond the natural limitations of humanity. I pray you will be blessed and begin to

fast and pray. Love.

This book is a must read for a christians who desire to be deeper with God. There is a dimension of

relationship that only comes through prayer and fasting and the righter explains it well. It has

assisted me on my 21 days fast and I'm seeing the benefit. I would recommend it to any one who

wants to experience to glory of God in there lives.The original paperback book that a friend had,

included some great charts and illustration that has not been included in this e version that was a

disappointment. Also there are a few needed type correction. All in all it is a good book to read

illustration or not.

This reads more like a manuscript for prayer and fasting and yet gives very real results if the reader

is ready to give more than just a few meals when it comes to fasting these pioneers blazed the

Pentecostal trail before all of us it has given me a new perspective on how to & why we need it now

more than ever!

This is an awesome, inspiring book! I just started reading it for the third time. The first time I read it

was a stack of papers stapled together by a friend, that he had photocopied. (Ok because its in the

public domain now.) I'm so glad it is available in a Kindle version now! This book should be required

reading for Christians.

Learn how to successfully enter, navigate and exit a God-chosen fast. This book is a must-read

classic for every sincere, old fashioned Christian who wants a Bible-designed (not church-designed)

relationship with Jesus.

Fasting is something that is not very popular today in the church but it is scriptural and should be a

part of every Christian's walk with God. This book goes into more of the longer fasts and discusses



the practical elements but most important, it offers the promises held in God's Word for those who

may partake of this discipline. If you're used to reading that is easy on the flesh, you may cringe a

little but it will be good for you as it was for me. In fact, while I've just read the book once, I'm

reading it the second time. Fasting has always been a part of my walk with Christ but I needed

challenged and this is doing it. If there is any time we need revival it is now and this is one of the

elements that can give us revival.The book was written in 1948 so it gives a prospective from that

date however you'll find that it isn't much different today as it was then as far as the problems facing

the church, they are just a little more intense today. Give the book an honest and prayerful reading.

Don't expect to change and do everything overnight but God will help you if you are serious. Even if

you have never fasted while praying, it will give you a god start and the faith to do so. May the

LORD bless you as you partake of this great truth.
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